Sportomatic

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros
elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut
commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem
imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere. This is a very original low mileage light
ivory Porsche Sportomatic T. This car was originally purchased in Hawaii and was incredibly
well kept. The original owner stored it in his garage and rarely drove it. The door jamb still has
the last oil change sticker from February 1st with the mileage only being 19, In the car was
parked in the garage with 20, miles on it. The original owner recently passed away and a family
friend ended up with the car and intended on getting it started after all these years of sitting. He
was unable to do so and knowing that classic cars sell betting in California decided to send the
car to his friend to have him find a new home for it on the main land. This T Sportomatic is truly
a very unique and original car. Most of the light ivory paint is original to the car only excluding
the rear quarters and decklid. The original orange hood badge still retains all of its enamel and
looks great. Another unique feature to this car is the original rear windshield wiper which is very
rare on these early cars. The interior is entirely original and in excellent shape. The original
sport seats look amazing and do an excellent job of show the 20, original miles on the car. The
dash is in incredible shape with no cracking. One of the most unique parts about this car is that
it has never had a radio which is very uncommon to see in these early models. The engine and
transmission run and shift great and have been properly serviced. Since the car had been
sitting since our team here at Makellos classics made sure to take all the correct measure
before attempting to start the car. Our team has also replaced all of the fuel lines and oil lines.
This car has been properly serviced by our team here at Makellos Classics and is ready to be
enjoyed by its new owner. The interior of the vehicle is all original and shows excellent
condition everywhere. The dash is uncracked and verified original, the carpet shows perfect age
and condition for its year, and the door pockets are original and in excellent condition.
Additionally, this vehicle has the original Porsche factory sport seats, which is very rare for the
T. This Porsche was originally a radio delete and we have verified that this has never been
altered and remains original to this day. The exterior of this vehicle has no rust or paint
bubbles, with only the slight paint chipping and patina highlights original paint. The paint is
verified original from the doors forward, with no paint lines. The body shows zero signs of being
in any collision and is straight. Other features include the original black trim around the signal
lenses, the original black horn grills, and the rear black anodized grill and emblems. This
Porsche also comes with date-stamped 16x6 and 16x7 Fuchs wheel s, the original sunroof that
is in excellent condition and the rare rear wiper option that is original and unaltered. Porsche
Expertise Services. FeatureD Porsche T Red. Contact us Latest Pacenotes Episode. MAkellos
Classics. Do you need to schedule a service? This is some text inside of a div block. Subscribe
For New Inventory Alerts. Thank you! Your submission has been received! Specs For: Porsche t
Sportomatic. Model: t sportomatic. Paint meter measuring very accurate to original paint and
shows no signs of being hit the body is straight This classic Porsche kept in Hawaii, but with no
rust or paint bubbles garage kept Original S-Trim package Original black horn grills 15x6 and
15x7 factory date-stamped Fuchs Black trim around signal lenses front and rear Rear black
anodized grill and emblems Rear wiper is original and very rarely found on early Porsche
longhoods like these Sunroof is included as well and in excellent condition. Interior The interior
of the vehicle is all original and shows excellent condition everywhere. Exterior The exterior of
this vehicle has no rust or paint bubbles, with only the slight paint chipping and patina
highlights original paint. Delivery Available. Payment options. View Now Porsche T Red. View
Now SC Safari. View Now Porsche t Raspberry. View Now Porsche t Sportomatic. View Now T
Burgundy. View Now Original Sportomatic. View Now T Collector Porsche. You can also find us
on. Help mcservice makellosclassics. Contact Contact us All Rights Reserved. Web design by
The Poppyfield Agency. As a company, Porsche consistently finds itself caught in a tug-of-war
between honoring its heritage and placing its sports cars at the bleeding edge of progress.
Later, the dual-clutch PDK hit the racetrack long before reaching a production car. All three
transmissions pushed technical boundaries, and brought lazy-driving ease to generations of
drivers. With its quintessentially space-age name, Sportomatic provided a nifty answer to a
question seemingly no one was asking in the mids. It was an era when sports cars had
shift-for-yourself transmissionsâ€”end of storyâ€”but the Germans saw a need to help in those
times when even the hardest-core sports-car enthusiast grew weary of clutching in and out
through heavy traffic. A modified four-speed gearbox, Sportomatic was essentially a manual
with a vacuum-operated single-disc dry clutch. To change gears, the driver needed only to
move the lever to the desired gate and let go of the knob. We found in a test that using L helped
acceleration. Following the demise of Sportomatic, a small cadre of Porsche engineers sought
to continue development of automated manual transmissions over the next decade. Enter the

Tiptronic. When developing the , Porsche turned to ZF to supply a fully automatic transmission.
Later, Tiptronic-equipped cars inherited confusing steering-wheel-mounted thumb switches for
up- and downshifts that survive to this day on some automatic Porsche models. Paddles are
better, and it seems the company finally agrees, as we have heard that the thumb switches soon
will go the way of Sportomatic. It first appeared in a testing capacity as a five-speed in the race
car in before later migrating to the pictured above , in which it won its first race at Monza in The
transmission was a complicated monster. The race cars had a clutch pedal for launching the car
from rest; a complex array of electrohydraulic actuators handled shifting and clutching duties
once underway. Drivers expressed frustration at sequential shiftingâ€”so, only being able to
move up and down one gear at a timeâ€”but they could preselect other gears using a
steering-wheel switch. At the time, driving with PDK was just as mind-consuming as operating a
manual. Besides requiring a learning curve, PDK was only reliable in the sense that it would
reliably explode every so often, chucking shafts, gears, actuators, and the like all over the
racetrack. There were several attempts, from a test fitment to a S to a production-intent
integration of PDK into the Turbo. It continues to impress with its lightning-quick shifts and
near-telepathic rev-matching ability. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From News. It is. Sportomatic, which is nothing more than the
time-honored Porsche 4-speed transmission connected to the engine with an automatic clutch
and a torque converter, is now available on all s. And we don't like it. Even die-hard sports car
buffs have been known to grow weak after continued exposure to rush-hour traffic if only in
half-hour, morning and evening increments. Trouble is, Porsche should have held out. It's not
cheap, but it's not up there with Lamborghini either. It would be easier to discover your wife was
unfaithful than Porscheâ€”but that's not the way Porsche thought of it. Porsche thought it had a
perfect car for the enthusiast and non-enthusiast alike. No chance. And in this day of computers
and automation, being required to shift an automatic is a hard fault to overlook. A thorough
search uncovered not a single trace of it, and we looked hard. Its whereabouts will forever
remain one of the mysteries of the Sportomatic. But P is a good lick. So Porsche wanted to sell
more carsâ€”wanted to have a broader market baseâ€”and decided the time-honored automatic
clutch was the answer. As we said, it's nothing new. Even near imperceptible movements of the
shift lever actuates a microswitch which, through a solenoid, activates a vacuum system. A
single plate dry clutch, inspired by a vacuum cylinder, interrupts torque flow so the manual
transmission can be shifted. Moreover, it multiplies engine torque in the lower speed ranges to
reduce the need for selecting a lower gear when greater acceleration is required. All of which is
to say that driving a Sportomatic is not difficult, but enjoying it would require concentrated
effort and no previous exposure to the delights of the manual carâ€”a lovely, exciting, satisfying
device. Displacement: New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
Specs Detailed. View Photos. From the March Issue of Car and Driver. Expand Collapse. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.
Easily distinguishable by its stylish Fuchs five-spoked alloy wheels, the S featured a heavily
revised engine producing bhp. Four Porsches were entered, two of which were equipped with
the Sportomatic transmission. The transmission proved effective, with the 14 Porsche R
equipped with the Sportomatic winning in impressive fashion. The success led Porsche to
introduce what it termed as an automatic transmission, the Sportomatic, though it had no fully
automatic setting, in The Sportomatic employed a conventional torque converter coupled to a
vacuum-operated single-disc dry clutch ahead of the modified four-speed gearbox. As larger,
more flexible engines were introduced, the Sportomatic became a three-speed, and in this form
it lasted through It is believed that only S models were built with a Sportomatic for , many of
which were replaced because of their unconventional operation. This S was sold new in Europe
before making its way to Canada sometime in the s. The current owner purchased the car in and
commissioned a comprehensive restoration that was completed in January. The restoration
included a complete stripping of the body, whi
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ch was expertly refinished in the factory Burgundy color. The contrasting beige interior has
been carefully restored as well and features the desirable Pepita fabric front seat inserts seats

as well as a modern retro-designed radio. The engine is believed to be a factory replacement,
stamped with the original number, and has been completely rebuilt by London Porsche in
London, Ontario. It has been upgraded with stainless-steel performance headers. The gearbox
also matches the original factory Kardex, a copy of which is included on file. Furthermore, a
dossier of restoration receipts along with a spare tire, jack, and tool roll accompany the car. A
desirable European-delivery S, this freshly restored example retaining its original Sportomatic
transmission is ready to be enjoyed and cherished by its next caretaker. There are no features
available. Recent Vehicles. All Rights Reserved. Close this module. Be the First to Know. Email
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